Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: Iraq after Daesh will not face a civil war or
division, and settlement is Iraq’s only option and strategic option

A new steady step made by the National Iraqi Alliance toward the comprehensive and
reassuring project post-Daesh and defeating terrorism militarily, this is the indicators
from the National Iraqi Alliance delegation meeting headed by Sayyid Hakim, who described
the current phase of Iraq as historic, with allied parliamentary powers delegation in the
Office of Parliament Speaker Mr. Salim al-Jubouri, Baghdad Monday, 26/12/2016.

\r\n

Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, at the press conference after
the meeting, excluded Iraq going to scenarios of a civil war or division after clearing
Mosul from Daesh, it is this sense his eminence explained that the national settlement is an
unrivaled option, and the national settlement is a strategic option basing on understanding
between Iraqis on sound foundations established by the Constitution and valid laws.

\r\n

His eminence indicated that the allied parliamentary powers understand the option of
settlement as a option strategic \"This is what was stated blocs of the allied parliamentary
powers \", stressing that the meeting witnessed the insistence of the political powers to
build a state of citizenship and a state of institutions which is proposed in the National
Iraqi Alliance’s document, pointing out that the discussions were constructive and frank,
covered the steps required to be taken in accordance with the road map to achieve the
settlement.

\r\n

Head of the National Iraqi Alliance indicated that the settlement is very important in the
light of \"regional and national changes,\" and expressed optimism after the meeting to
continue dialogues and meetings and the formation of the required sub-committees to
deliberate on details, calling for unity and synergy in order to serve the people and spread
the good news of opposing political powers readiness to be with them and to serve them and
evoke national interest, avoid mistakes and delays in previous projects.

\r\n

the meeting’s topics also covered the anniversary of the birth of Jesus Christ, exchanging
congratulations and reciting Qur\'anic verses suitable to the occasion, plus the victories
achieved by the security forces to make the final victory on terror and declare Mosul
liberated from terrorism, his eminence pointed to the importance of \"reviewing matters of
human relations between opposing political powers, emphasizing that the meeting had
discussions over victories and the requirements of the next parliamentary tenure and passing
important laws that serve the citizen, as well as reaching displaced families and relieve
their suffering until the full liberation of Iraqi soil.
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